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Showcase Wednesdays 
Policy Agreement 

OVERVIEW 

-Absolutely No bandanas 

-Artist are limited to 2 people maximum on stage not including the artist. 

-Artist will have 20 minutes maximum for preparation, mic checks, and performance ....MAX. 

- Please remember this event is about YOU , it's important that you understand that the 

responsibility that you are expected to have your team is on their best behaviour, and to keep 

in mind that this is a day to show and prove yourself PERIOD. 

- If you have if any outstanding or prior disagreements with any other musical company, please 

advise us for the assurance of quality, and safety.  

- This Agreement shall bind if we accept your music/art for total of 60 days. Artist may pull out 

of the agreement at any time with a 10 day notice.  

- Artist are required to post promotional material minimum twice a week on all social media that 

you or your company may possess based on this policy agreement once signed. 

- You are not required, but encouraged to promote. Keep in mind this movement will benefit 

the urban music industry in Toronto so lets spread the word. 

- Artist must have more that 20 thousand YouTube views,  or have the potential of being a 

strong artist who can grow to those number and above. 

- You may provide your own Dj, Mic, video to play on screen etc. 

- All artist who are granted performances will have a booth and 3 free pass and you are 

responsible for own liquor purchases.  

 



 

 

- There will be que of track order before performances, but sound check will only be available if 

time permits. 

- Artist can set up a pop up shop to sell merchandise. A table cost $50.  

- ABSOLUTELY ZERO TOLERANCE FOR SMOKING INSIDE THE VENUES 

Remember 
1. - Send us your YouTube link and we recommend to send some pictures also. 

2. - Please always remember your reputation is YOU. Now lets show the world that 

Toronto has the best talent PERIOD. 

 

***IMPORTANT*** 

 All Artist and their camp are expected to be on their best behaviour. Any altercations started by 

Artist or Artist camp, will make this contract and any remaining payouts cancelled. All other 

performing Artist will be subject to the same terms to help ensure a safe environment for everyone. 

 

 

 

Artist Name:____________________ Date:___/___/____ 

 

Artist Signature:__________________ 

 

Operator Name:__________________ 

 

Operator Signature________________ 

 

Witness Name :___________________  



 

 

 

Witness Signature:__________________ 

 


